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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK
Welcome to the July Special Star Stuff edition of Event Horizon. .
Star Stuff: ‘We’re Made of Star Stuff’ by Joy Window. Joy was an
attendee at Star Stuff and gives a wonderful story on the event as well as capturing
the speakers on stage. Also check the story submitted by Fiona Annand, one of
the hardworking volunteers. The newspaper article sums up the general opinion of
the weekend. Volunteers, I think we can be very proud of ouselves
Star Stuff Gallery: Including photos posted on the Events link of the SAS
Facebook page, Star Stuff album (including contributions fromt he official
photographer, Kirra Pendergast) and contributions from members - Colin Drescher,
Jenny Robinsoin, Noeleen Lowndes, Dylan O’Donnel and my Lighthouse photo.
Check the link for the SAS Facebook album here:
Dr Alan Duffy’s praise for the volunteers. Here’s the link:
SAS Library page: New books will be reviewed as they are acquired. All the library
books available for loan are now on the SAS website and are hyperlink to the
library list. Simply click on the book title to take you to the book review. Go to the
Library link to view the books.
AstroFest: - details and registration go to http://www.qldastrofest.org.au/
Members Gallery: As the July issue is focusing on Star Stuff, other photos from
members are being saved for the next issue. Thank you for taking the time to send
in your images.
StarFest: Open Day is on Saturday 30 Sept 2017, Science in the Pub - Friday 29
Sept.. This is a fantastic event and well worth the drive to Coonabarabran. Check
the link for more details StarFest 2017
Sky Maps: Sky Maps give details on what’s on show during the month. Check this link for more on what’s happening in
the sky. Night sky online
Here’s a link to some great smartphone apps

Clear Skies -

(This is a newsletter for members: astrophotography, travel
adventures, astro projects, items for sale, etc. are all welcome.
Just send me your photos with the story and I can build your item
for publication.)
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ABOUT
T he SAS was formed in 1986 to promote Amateur Astronomy. The
Society actively encourages Observational Astronomy,
Astrophotography, Telescope and Observatory Construction. Many of
our members specialize in one or more forms of observing and have indeed become very proficient. Our
members have contributed data for lunar & planetary observations, comet observations, variable star
observations and supernova searching. Some members enjoy building telescopes, including the optics,
observatories and ALL our members have at some time or other enjoyed a good Astro Camp!
Monthly Meetings - Currently, the Society will be meeting once a month at the Ormeau Progress
Association Hall, 11 McCreadie Road, ORMEAU (Gold Coast). Anyone interested is invited to attend a
meeting to see what we do, or to join. Please contact us for further information. All members and visitors are
invited to contribute items of interest at these meetings.
Membership - The membership fee is $35 annually falling due on 1 July each year. Financial members enjoy
the facilities of the SAS website, SAS Library and telescope hire.
●

SAS Website - Members are able to set up their profile which enables access to a private messaging
facility via the SAS member message board as well as a secure chat room. Once members have
registered on the website, a secure password protected dashboard is allocated where astro photos
can be stored. Members are also able to post photos to the Gallery to share with the wider
community. http://www.sas.org.au/

●

Library - The SAS library has a good selection of books available for members to borrow. The book
list is available as a pdf on the SAS website’s Library Tab.

●

Telescope hire - There are a number of telescopes available at a nominal fee for members to hire.

SAS Facebook Group - This is a great place to catch up on the latest astronomy and space news and to
share your photos and ideas to the wider community as well as advertise items for sale.
Field Nights - These observing nights are held occasionally (weather permitting), giving members and
visitors the opportunity to view the night sky through telescopes.
Newsletter - 'Event Horizon' is published each month and is available prior to the meeting dates. All
members are encouraged to contribute articles along with their astrophotography. Please contact us if you
would like to be on the email list. The newsletter is also available on the SAS website as is the list of
meeting dates.
Laser Pointers - If members own laser pointers which they use for astronomy, please see the SAS
Secretary. Hand held laser pointers with an output of greater than 1 milliwatt are restricted items and
classed as weapons. Laser pointers up to 20 milliwatts are permitted for use by members of ‘recognized
astronomical organisations’.
**PLEASE NOTE, SAS TAKES NO RESPONSIBILTY FOR MEMBERS MISUSING LASER POINTERS
Links for both Qld and NSW legislation in relation to laser pointers are
listed here as well as on the website.

Qld Laser laws

NSW Laser laws
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Welcome to this special edition of EH,
that contains all the exciting details
from our awesome Star Stuff Cosmic
event that was held on the weekend of
the 24th & 25th June at the stunning
Elements Resort at Bryon Bay in NSW.
All I can say is Wow!…it really did take some time to come
down from the natural high of having so many incredible
speakers all together in the one place giving all the 400 people
who attended such outstanding talks about our Universe.
I just don’t know how our member Dylan O’Donnell managed to
put this amazing event all together, it started out as this idea
of him wanting to bring some real science to his area of Bryon
Bay and ‘O Boy’…look at what it grew into, Dylan you are to
be congratulated on what you’ve achieved and finding the
support from everyone that made it become a reality…
absolutely awesome!!!
To all our support team at SAS, Dylan and I are so proud of
each and everyone one of you. Without you the event could not
have been the success that it was: it was a team effort. Thank
you so much for all your time, help and dedication. I can
assure you that on both days (and nights) people commented
on how helpful and friendly you all were, so fantastic work
everyone.
Many thanks to SAS members; Julie Lancaster, Tracy
Travis, Jenny Robinson, Fiona Annand, Brian Holbrook,
Joe Zerafa, Colin Drescher,John Crane and Sashi Dulare.
We also had some other helpers who were friends of Dylan’s
who come along with there telescopes for the viewing nights
that were enjoyed by everyone, thank you so much to Ben,
Nathan Russell, Ingo Neumann, Malcolm Davies and
Jeannette Lamb and special thanks also to Susan Dalziell and
Graham Lowndes for helping us with everything.
So who were these amazing speakers - first of all there was Dr
Duane Hamacher who gave a very interesting and fascinating
talk on ‘Aboriginal Astronomy’, then Mark Gee who’s a
renowned New Zealand astro-photographer, who showed and
explained how he takes his stunning wide field images of the
night sky. Dr David Malin then gave us a bit of history into how
humans have recorded what they see and how important it is
for astro-photographers to stand out from the crowd with their
images. Dr Fred Watson from Siding Springs Observatory gave
a talk on light pollution.He’s also such a lovely man who took
time out to be in a photo with us girls, we were all thrilled :-)
Then there was Dr Katie Mack , who had people a little bit
scared of the future, but assured us everything would be Ok!
And of course Dr Karl Kruszelnick i, well what can I say about
Dr Karl, he’s just amazing with all his space facts that makes
science just fun for everyone to enjoy.
There was also Dr Alan Duffy, who’s such a friendly down to
earth astrophysicist with such a great sense of humour who

just loved looking through the telescopes and thanked all us
volunteers through an Instagram video (Julie has put the link
in her report) And then there was Jamie Anderson from
Gilmour Space Technologies from the Gold Coast,
explaining the challenge of building rockets here in Australia.
Machaela Jeffrey gave us an overview of the current
operations of ESA’s operation here in Australia with the
same set of problems that Jamie has with getting support for
the space industry here in Australia…hopefully it will change
in the near future.
But that was not all; our own Dylan O’Donnell gave a
wonderful presentation on how he takes his beautiful images
and shared a lot of his knowledge with everyone with a few
excellent tips and secrets to help people take better images
of the night sky - great presentation Dylan!
One of the highlights goes to a young lady called Jade
Rushwood from Bryon Bay High School, who gave an
excellent presentation on ‘Jupiter and its moons orbits’
which was very inspirational because she spent so much
time observing and recording the events, Jade was rewarded
with a resounding applause and given a brand new Australian
Geographic telescope to help with her new discoveries in the
night sky.
Julie has also included in EH two stories about the weekend,
one from Joy Window an attendee and the other story is
from SAS member Fiona Annand, one of our wonderful
helpers, I hope you enjoy them. We are very much looking
forward to Star Stuff2, if Dylan is game so are we here at
SAS :-)
Combined Societies Meeting Friday 28th July 7.30pm:
The 2017 Combined Societies Meeting is being held at the
Griffith University’s Nathan Campus, 170 Kessels Road, Mt
Gravatt starting at 7.30 p.m. The Meeting is being held in
Lecture Theatre Room N16 0.03 in the Macrossan Building
(This is the same room as in 2015). Please find a map to the
venue at: Griffith Uni Campus Map
Free undercover parking is provided in the Ridge Carpark
(N38) after 7.00 p.m.
This will be a fun evening where a member from each society
will give a presentation; Dylan O’Donnell has kindly accepted
to give a talk on behalf of SAS, thank you Dylan. After the
meeting a lovely supper will be supplied for everybody
attending. So please come along and enjoy a great evening
of astronomy and space.
Our next general Meeting will be held this coming Saturday
night on the 8th July 2017 from 7.30pm, please come along
and enjoy an evening of astronomy and space, looking
forward to seeing you all then…

Noeleen Lowndes

(President)

GENERAL MEETING TIMES
Saturday, 8th July 2017 @ 7:30 pm
Saturday, 5th August 2017 @ 7.30pm
Saturday, 9th September 2017 (AGM)
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“We’re made of
Star Stuff”
Posted on Tuesday, 27 June 2017 by Joy Window
(edited by Julie Lancaster with permission)

… said astronomer Carl Sagan. And so “Star Stuff” was an appropriate
name for the “festival of the cosmos” in Byron Bay last weekend (24 & 25
June). It was a beauty, with top-name astronomers, and astrophysicists,
astrophotographers and science media personalities on the menu. It was
set at just the right level for 400 or so amateur astronomers (adults and
teenagers), whether they used telescopes or not. Volunteers from the
Southern Astronomical Society (based in Logan, Gold Coast and Tweed
Heads) helped with organisation, and there were merchandise stalls for
books and telescopes from sponsors, who also generously donated “lucky
door” prizes. Folks from the North Coast Astronomy Facebook group were
there, too. There was even a virtual reality experience of walking on Mars
(the queues were too big so I didn’t have a go at this – it would have been
amazing).

Dr Duane Hamacher (Monash University) –
“Aboriginal Astronomy: Sixty Thousand Years of Science & Culture”.
I knew next to nothing about this. Duane works at the Monash University
Indigenous Centre and has done a lot of work on this with Aboriginal
people all over Australia.
He talked about the precise observation of stars over many years,
sometimes millenia, that has been demonstrated by Aboriginal cultures,
and its links to their way of life. (That sounds stuffy, but he was anything
but.) For instance, the emu and its orientation in the sky tells when it’s
time to go out looking for edible emu eggs and when to stop because they
won’t be available. “To spot the emu, look south to the Southern Cross;
the dark cloud between the stars is the head, while the neck, body and
legs are formed from dust lanes stretching across the Milky Way.”
The emu in A is a female, running to catch a male for mating (the females
do this in this species of bird.) B shows the male sitting on the eggs, so it’s
a good time to go egg-hunting. C shows the male starting to sit up, so the
eggs are hatching – not a good time for finding edible eggs. In D the bird is
almost below the horizon, so the egg-finding season is finished.
This is the “primary school” level of the tale. There are many other star
stories/observations, and like the songlines they embody information in a
way that can be relatively easily passed from person to person (see Lynn
Kelly’s book, “The Memory Code“, on traditional Aboriginal ways of
remembering).
You can find more at:
· http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-04-05/aboriginal-astronomy-basis-of-dreamtime-stories-stargazing/8413492
· http://www.emudreaming.com/book.htm 9: the book, “Emu Dreaming”
· http://splash.abc.net.au/res/pdf/indigenous-astronomy-guide.pdf a school teaching aid, “Star Stories of the Dreaming
Astronomy of the Kamilaroi and Euahlayi Peoples and their neighbours”
· http://aboriginalastronomy.blogspot.com.au/: Duane’s blog
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“We’re Made of Star Stuff” cont.
Mark Gee – “Astrophotography – A Personal Journey” – “Photography has
been a part of most of my life, but over the past 9 years astrophotography
in particular has captured my imagination and interest. I often venture out
to the darkest, most remote skies all around the world, enjoying the
challenge of combining striking landscapes with the ethereal beauty of the
night sky in new, creative ways. In 2013, I shot a short film called ‘Full Moon
Silhouettes’, a labour of love, which went viral and inadvertently launched
my international astrophotography career. It’s been one hell of a crazy ride,
and during this
session I will
Award winning photo b y Mark Gee - 2013
share with you
my personal
journey.”
Mark lives in New Zealand and has been on the photography
path for 5 years. He told how he got into it and how he started
getting offers when one of his videos (the moon rising over the
Byron Bay lighthouse) went viral. You can see his beautiful
work at http://theartofnight.com
Session 2 covered –
“The Art of Astrophotography” – An introductory session on
how to take wide field astrophotography images, covering all of the camera settings and techniques required to get the
most out of your DSLR camera, and also demonstrate the processing techniques in Adobe Lightroom.”
Mark went into depth about how he takes images and turns them into art via software.
Dr David Malin (Australian Astronomical
Observatory). “Astro-images from the Ice Age” – “I
offer a very brief look at some surprisingly ancient
astronomical imaging, and describe how everything
changed with the invention of the telescope and then
again with the advent of photography, nearly 200
years ago. From the 1990s onwards astro-imaging
became increasingly democratised as it embraced the
digital era, and today it is ever-more difficult for the
amateur to stand out from the crowd. I will offer my
views from a perspective of 40 years or so and make
some suggestions relevant to today’s astro-imagers.”
David covered quite a lot of ground on the
archaeology of astronomical images. His excellent
photographic work can be seen at https://www.davidmalin.com/

A possible way the Antikythera mechanism worked. It was an
ancient Greek analogue computer and orrery used to predict
astronomical positions and eclipses for calendrical and
astrological purposes (150-100 BC). This diagram has been
constructed from the archaeological find.
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“We’re Made of Star Stuff” cont.
Dr Fred Watson (Australian Astronomical Observatory) – “Keeping Us All In The Dark

(Without Spoiling Our Fun)” – “One of the more notable outcomes of 2015’s International
Year of Light was an increased awareness of darkness. With light pollution damaging the
night skies of all the world’s cities, there is a growing call for better-designed outdoor
ghting to improve the nocturnal environment and avoid wasted energy. This talk shows
how today’s technology makes that eminently attainable. It also looks at threats to the
night sky of Siding Spring Observatory, where a pristine environment is of paramount
importance. Reclaiming the night sky is not just for astronomers and nocturnal animal
species, however – but is to the benefit of everyone. Join Fred Watson for this
entertaining and informative encounter with the dark side.”

li

Fred worked for decades as an astronomer at the Siding Spring Observatory but is now
involved in campaigns to re-darken the night sky, for health, environmental and scientific
reasons. Lights can do their job just as well or better in cities if the light is angled down
rather than up, and is often cheaper that way.
His work is at http://www.darksky.org/
Dr Katie Mack – (University of
Melbourne) “Dispatches from a
Dark Universe” – There’s more to
the Universe than we can see — even more than we can ever
see. I’ll give a tour of the edges of our knowledge of the cosmos,
including where the frontiers are, and what might remain
unknowable forever. Come for the Big Bang, stay for the
possibility of the ultimate destruction of all of reality! (Topics
include dark matter, dark energy, and recent research on Higgs
vacuum decay)” [My hero!]

The composition of the universe as it is presently understood

Basic particles as they are understood at present

Katie also talked about the “false vacuum”/”true vacuum” theory. This was
a new one on me – the idea that our universe may be in a ‘false vacuum’,
which may disintegrate instantly at any time. Fun!
Frankly, it’s not something I’m worrying about. If it happens, I won’t know
anything about it, instantly.
Katie is a theoretical astrophysicist, working on dark matter and dark
energy. Some of her many articles are at:
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/mgdx9b/astrokatie-mack-space-twitter
https://cosmosmagazine.com/physics/vacuum-decay-ultimate-catastrophe
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/black-holes-cosmic-collisions-and-the-rippling-of-spacetime/
http://www.slate.com/articles/health_and_science/mysteries_of_the_universe/2014/02/what_is_dark_matter_searching_with_gravity_lensin
g_wimps_and_antiparticles.html
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“We’re Made of Star Stuff” cont.
Jade Rushwood (Byron Bay High School) – “Jupiter and its
moons’ orbits – A High School Student’s perspective” – “A look
into how a high school student like myself researches the more
complicated sides of astrophysical mathematics.”
Jade’s science teacher set a project where the students could
choose and complete their own piece of research to investigate
a scientific theory. She chose to check Kepler’s equation for
the positions of Jupiter’s moons, taking photos of those moons
with very basic equipment. At the end of her talk, Jade received
a real telescope to make future observations easier.
(The star of the weekend, in my view. - Editor)

Dylan O’Donnell (Byron Bay Observatory) – “Taking Photos
of Space That Matter” –
“An astrophotographer primer with tips for the beginner and
the experienced astrophotographer.”

Dylan was the organiser of this event and a fine job he
did. His observatory is basically the backyard of his
townhouse, and yet in 3 years he has produced some
excellent images, which he generously makes available
for free.
The photo below went viral on the net and brought him to the attention of NASA (like NASA, he makes his photos
available for free).

He’s a self-deprecating young
man who has achieved a lot (for
a biography, go here). He didn’t
technically get excommunicated
from the Catholic Church – for
the story, go here – but it
produced a solid amount of
claps from the audience. This
James Joyce quote may apply
to him (and all of us): “Errors
are the portals of discovery.”
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“We’re Made of Star Stuff” cont.
Prof Alan Duffy – “Life, the Universe and Everything (We Can’t
See)” – “Our universe is teeming with planets but not,
seemingly, aliens. We’re stretched and strained by titanic
eruptions that none of us can feel and swept in a galactic wind
that none of us notice. I will explore how Australia is leading the
charge in understanding the mysteries and close to
finally answering the big questions … are we alone, where did
we come from and does Einstein always have to be right?”
Alan is a computational astrophysicist at Swinburne University of
Technology (Melbourne): “I use supercomputers [creating
model universes] to uncover the nature of dark matter (a new
type of particle that binds galaxies together) and the key
physical laws that govern the formation of galaxies. I focus on
two extremes of distance, the very close and the very far from
us in the Milky Way. The first is understanding cold gas motions
and distributions across the sky in millions of galaxies close to
us. The second is in the early universe during the epoch of
reionisation, a time when the first galaxies lit up the universe.”
Artist impression of some of the exoplanets discovered so far (over
1,000 confirmed)

After discussing dark matter and energy, black holes, exoplanet
detection and detection of life thereon, and gravitational waves,
he played us the sound of a gravitational wave – most
impressive that we are able to hear this.
And if you want to contribute to serious science about
gravitational waves, there’s a citizen science project at
https://www.ligo.caltech.edu/news/ligo20161018. It involves
sorting through the data of the LIGO project:
As a “Gravity Spy” participant, you will look at real LIGO data in
search of ‘glitches’, unwanted hiccups in the signal that can
sometimes be confused for or mask out gravitational waves.
Glitches make finding the real thing even more difficult than it
already is! Nevertheless, they are an unfortunate fact of life for
LIGO, so identifying the different kinds of glitches that appear in
the interferometer data is crucial for LIGO scientists to be able
to distinguish between annoying blips and signals from space.
Dr Karl Kruszelnicki– “Ask Dr Karl” – “All attendees are
invited for a real life interactive session where the audience
can ask questions of the man himself!”
Science educator, multiple PhD-holder and all-round smart
guy, Dr Karl gave his usual meandering yet fascinating
answers to audience questions. I was impressed that he
answered young kids’ questions just as seriously as those of
adults, even though the adults sometimes (rudely, I felt)
tittered at some questions.
(Dr Karl also gave a very entertaining talk at the VIP Dinner “Great Moments in Space Science – Why do stars have points?
Why are asteroids God’s way of enquiring gently about our space
program? What colour is the universe? Gravitational Waves and
much more.” - Editor )
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“We’re Made of Star Stuff” cont.
Jamie Anderson – “Developing Low Cost Access to Space” –
“There’s no lack of innovation and entrepreneurship in
the space industry, but what is severely lacking is the
means of getting these technologies and ideas to
space. For a true revolution to occur, similar to what
we’ve seen with personal computing and the Internet on
Earth, the cost of getting to orbit needs to be drastically
reduced. Gilmour Space Technologies is one of a new
breed of space ventures taking on the challenge of
building rockets, using breakthrough technologies in
safe propulsion and 3D printing, among others, to
provide truly low cost access to space.”
Jamie is Head of Propulsion at Singapore and
Australia’s answer to SpaceX and spoke
enthusiastically about Gilmour’s projects.

Michaela Jeffery – “Overview of ESA’s
Operations in Australia” – “Discussing
how facilities located in Australia have
supported some of ESA’s most important
missions, and the ongoing relationship
between ESA and Australia.”
Michaela is a mechanical engineer at
Boeing and spoke about the European
Space Agency projects (Rosetta, Mars
Express, Gaia). It is a shame Australia is
not a partner and seems to be missing
out on lots of useful results of projects.

I have to say it was a bit depressing coming home after a weekend of such fantastic intellectual stimulation, but at least
at our home we still have – overhead, shining in all their winter glory in the streetlight-free sky – the stars, the
wonderful stars.
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Star Stuff
By Fiona Annand

Star Stuff 2017....what were the best bits?
Well, everything of course – it was never going to be anything other than great, what with all the
space and astronomy minds gathered to give presentations, in a five star resort in beautiful Byron
Bay. But some things about the weekend were also a standout for me.

Dr Karl Kruzelnicki’s Q & A session on Sunday afternoon

The telescope viewing evenings were a blast, particularly the Saturday night. What an atmosphere
with all the telescopes lined up on high ground overlooking the ocean, the surf crashing below us
and the Byron lighthouse light sweeping around the bay. Green lasers up above pointing out
objects, and the galaxy rising in a magnificent clear sky. What a surprise to see that the viewing
could be so good on the coast. The festival-goers were so happy to have the experience of
telescope viewing and to chat to the telescope owners. Quite a few brought their red wines down
with them too! An evening not to be forgotten.
Personally, a highlight for me was meeting lots of people from different astronomy clubs and the
astronomy community, from far and wide across the country. Some had even travelled from
Western Australia. It was great to chat about their telescopes or things like the study they were
doing. Their feedback about the festival was overwhelmingly positive and a continual question
was “when’s the next one?”
Also to see some of the professional astronomers who had given talks hanging around the resort
and around the fire pit in the evening- had to keep checking with myself that it was all real!
And how good are our Voyager tickets.
We also stayed on at Byron an extra day after the event – warm winter sunshine and my
husband caught about a dozen fish off the beach to cap it all off.
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Star Stuff Gallery
Noeleen Lowndes - The Volunteers
We managed to snag Dr Fred Watson for a group shot L to R -Tracy Travis, Fiona Annand, Noeleen Lowndes, Fred
Watson, Julie Lancaster and Jenny Robinson

Ben Rigby and co. at the solarscope

Julie Lancaster with Dr Karl for a book signing (I was rapt! )

Graham Lowndes, Sashi Dulare and John Crane

Jenny Robinson and Brian Holbrook
at the solarscopes

All hands on deck at
the Registration Desk busy, busy!

(Photo by Colin Drescher)
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Star Stuff Gallery cont.

Julie Lancaster, Joe Zerafa and Colin Drescher taking a break

Tracy Travis selling Star Stuff T-shirts - a
great souvenir of a wonderful weekend.

Some of the workers - L to R
Joe Zerafa, Noeleen Lowndes, Brian Holbrook, Fiona
Annand, Sue Dalziell and Tracy Travis

Dylan O’Donnell pulling out the
winning ticket
One of the lucky winners of the
door prizes. A very excited young
girl, by the looks.
One of many prizes donated by
Australian Geographic.
(Photos by Colin Drescher)
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Star Stuff Gallery cont.

Sky Tours

Ben, Tony and Sue

Malcolm Davies and Richard
Dylan O’Donnell - night 2

Nathan Russell and Bryon

Nathan’s image

Nathan’s setup - extremely well
organized
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Star Stuff Gallery cont. (photos by Kirra Pendergast)
As a thank you gift, Dr Alan Duffy is presented with
a 3D printed miniature of comet 67P/Churyumov–
Gerasimenko - Rosetta Mission, donated by ESA
(European Space Agency - WA).
Obviously
delighted -

Brian Holbrook at the solarscope The gentleman at the telescope is really in
astronomy mode.

In the vendors and exhibits pavilion If you wanted to spend some money,
this was the place to visit
Bintel, Celestron, Australian Geographic
and Mary Ryan Bookstore.
Looks like Noeleen is lining up a
purchase-

The Byron Bay Primary School put
together this wonderful astronomy
exhibition which included interactive
displays. (Photo by Colin Drescher)

Australian Geographic donated a number
door prizes for the raffles and Mary Ryan
Bookstore in the background
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Star Stuff Gallery
cont. The VIP Gala Dinner
Dylan O’Donnell with Dr Alan Duffy - (great to
see the guys in their bow ties), drawing the
winning the ticket for the Celestron Evolution 6
The telescope to be delivered and the winner
receives a pair of sunglasses in the meantime (I believe he was giving the telescope to his dad
- what a good lad)

Dr Karl giving his talk at the VIP Dinner Animated and impassioned as usual
debunking many a wild claim - great stuff!

Dr Karl with Dylan O’Donnell

The SAS ladies at the VIP Gala Dinner:
L to R - Jenny Robinson, Tracy Travis,
Noeleen Lowndes and Julie Lancaster
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Star Stuff Gallery cont.
Dylan O’Donnell
Star Stuff rock
stars ... Mary & Dr

Karl Kruszelnicki,
rocket scientist Jamie
Anderson, Dr Duane
Hamacher, Dr Alan
Duffy, Dr Katie Mack,
myself & Anna
O'Donnell, Dr David
Malin & Phillipa,
Susan Dalziell, Mark
Gee and Eva Weber

The gang’s all here - well almost L to R - Dr David Malin, Dr Fred
Watson, Dr Karl Kruzelnicki, Dylan
O’Donnell, Dr Duane Hamacher, Mark
Gee, Jamie Anderson, Dr Katie Mack
and Dr Alan Duffy.
(Photo b y Kirra Pendergast)

Dylan O’Donnell doing his ‘behind the scenes’ work.
Let’s face it, without Dylan’s hard work coming up to Star Stuff, the event
would never have come to fruition. (Photo b y Noeleen Lowndes)

And Noeleen Lowndes and the
rest of the volunteers did their
very best to make sure his
efforts weren’t wasted.
(Photo b y Kirra Pendergast)
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Star Stuff Gallery
cont.
Dylan O’Donnell
Here is one from the Saturday night also
which featured in my talk the next day Canon 70D 4 x 30s stacked / f3.2 / ISO 1600

Brian Holbrook
Saturday night sky over Byron Bay.
Used a few of Mark Gee's tips, wish i
had videoed the editing session ;-)

Jenny Robinson
Star Stuff weekend begins
- Friday evening
Byron Bay sunset -

Julie Lancaster
Sunrise at Cape Byron - Monday
What do you do after Star Stuff? Head
up to the lighthouse, of course.

The battle of the ‘lighthouses’Nature wins -
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Star Stuff Gallery cont.
Gregor Kruberg
A most enjoyable two days. Great organization for a first and
good speakers too. It should become a permanent event in
Byron Bay, perhaps every two years.
Heidi Robertson, reporter from The Skeptics Zone, Astro Cop
aka Frank Testa and Dylan O'Donnell trying to sell a pizza.

Nathan
Russell
Awesome event and wonderful people :)
A couple of quick captures taken Sunday evening
at the lookout @ Starstuff 2017
12" dob on an eq platform with a lodestar X2C
camera

Mike Geisel - Palms and Milky Way
From the hill at the resort looking
towards Byron Bay and it's
lighthouse. There was enough light
from area lighting to light up the
tree.11mm lens iso 10,000 f5 25
Cape Byron Lighthouse
24mm lens 30sec exp iso 10,000 f5
Looking towards Byron Bay and the
lighthouse. Very pleased with how
the reflections of the stars in the
water turned out.

Dylan O’Donnell - Classic shot!
Ingo Neumann’s ‘Sky-Watcher’ - sky watching
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Society Information
Committee Meeting 5:30 pm General Meeting 7.30pm
Progress Hall. McCreadie Road, ORMEAU
PRESIDENT - NOELEEN LOWNDES Ph 0407 126 452 MEMBERSHIP
OFFICER - JOE ZERAFA Ph 0421 886 376
Society postal address ~ Southern Astronomical Society Inc, PO BOX 867,
Beenleigh Qld 4207
THE FINE PRINT - Event Horizon is sent by blind carbon copy email so others
cannot see your email address - if you do not want Event Horizon emailed
please inform the sender. The Society’s Web Site and Event Horizon may
contain images of or may identify members/friends attending Society & nonSociety events (Meetings, Astro quiz, Combined Societies Meetings, Field
Nights and Leyburn Astro camps, Astrofest etc); if you would prefer this not to
happen, please advise the Society in writing. If members require a copy of the
Society’s Constitution, please contact the Membership Officer by mail or at a
future meeting. Images presented in Event Horizon and on the SAS Web Site
are presented in good faith as the original work of the person submitting them.
The SAS and its members accept no responsibility or liability whatsoever if the
person submitting them has used another person’s property without their
permission or consent. Articles submitted by contributors are the copyright of
the contributor (unless otherwise specified) and comprise their own technical
and/or other information and are not necessarily the opinion of SAS or its
members.

LEYBURN - DARK SKY SITE
2017 DATES: Friday to Sunday, 21st July to 23rd July 2017
● This is a privately owned property - our hosts are Debbie & Mark Bolton who are now living permanently
on site. Please respect the family’s privacy by only going out to the property on a New Moon weekend
and introducing yourself when you arrive to Mark and Debbie. Please ring Debbie on her mobile for more
information about directions and any other inquires that you have about going out to the property on
0428 248526...thank you.
● *By entering the site you agree you do so at your own risk.
● $5 contribution per adult per night (please pay in honour tin in site caravan)
● LEYBURN 2.5 hrs drive inland from Brisbane & Gold Coast
● ACCOMMODATION: BYO tent, caravan OR CABINS available in town cost $85 per room - book on
07 46950155
● WEATHER : very extreme compared to Brissy, VERY hot/cold - come prepared
● KITCHEN VAN onsite with cooking gas, pots, pans, plates, utensils
● POWER: BYO Batteries – bring your own power!!
● DRINKING WATER: BYO
● LOO : YES flushing onsite - with loo paper
● SHOP: 5km away - well stocked general store has hot showers ($2) with great burgers, ice etc &
local hotel with great value meals. Shop open 7am - 7pm Mon - Fri, 8am - 5pm Sunday.
● MOBILE PHONE: NEXT G works well (& internet) others barely

● DAY & NIGHT ARRIVAL LOCK ALL GATES: dip lights at the gate to main observing field you willbe greeted & guided to a park
● CAUTIONS: heat / cold, flies / mozzies & the occasional snake. *So please take care in and
around the toilet and under caravans, cars, and wear stout footwear! Also, winters are very
cold (down to -6), so bring lots of warm clothes & bedding for an enjoyable weekend.
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SAS Calendar 2017

*Monthly Meetings & Observing Nights Held At*
Ormeau Progress Association Hall
11 McCreadie Road
ORMEAU (Gold Coast) 4208
Website at http://sas.org.au

Noeleen Lowndes (President)
Mobile: 0407 126452
E-mail: ziggy002@bigpond.com
For further information contact
Membership Officer: Joe Zerafa
Mobile: 0421 866 376

Meeting Dates 2017
Meeting Dates 2017
JANUARY
Saturday 14th Committee Meeting 5.30pm
Saturday 14th General Meeting 7.30pm
New Moon Weekend – Leyburn
Friday to Sun 27th – 29th January
FEBRUARY
Saturday 11th Committee Meeting 5.30pm
Saturday 11th General Meeting 7.30pm
New Moon Weekend – Leyburn
Friday to Sun 24th – 26th February
MARCH
Saturday 11th Committee Meeting 5.30pm
Saturday 11th General Meeting 7.30pm
New Moon Weekend – Leyburn
Friday to Sun 24th – 26th March
APRIL (Easter Holidays 14th to 17th April)
Saturday 8th Committee Meeting 5.30pm
Saturday 8th General Meeting 7.30pm
New Moon Weekend – Leyburn
Friday to Sun 28th – 30th April
MAY
Saturday 13th Committee Meeting 5.30pm
Saturday 13th General Meeting 7.30pm
New Moon Weekend – Leyburn
Friday to Sunday 26th – 28th May
JUNE
*StarStuff event Bryon Bay 24th & 25th*
Saturday 10th Committee Meeting 5.30pm
Saturday 10th General Meeting 7.30pm
New Moon Weekend – Leyburn
Friday to Sun 23rd –25th June

JULY
Saturday 8th Committee Meeting 5.30pm
Saturday 8th General Meeting 7.30pm
New Moon Weekend – Leyburn
Friday to Sunday 21st – 23rd July
AUGUST
Saturday 5th Committee Meeting 5.30pm
Saturday 5th General Meeting 7.30pm
New Moon Weekend – Leyburn
Friday to Sun 18th – 20th August
(QLD Astrofest 18th – 27th August)
SEPTEMBER (AGM)
Saturday 9th AGM 7.30pm
New Moon Weekend – Leyburn
Friday to Sun 22nd – 24th September
OCTOBER
Saturday 7th Committee Meeting 5.30pm
Saturday 7th General Meeting 7.30pm
New Moon Weekend – Leyburn
Friday to Sun 20th – 22nd October
Saturday 28th InOMN 2017 (Moon Night)
NOVEMBER
Saturday 4th Committee Meeting 5.30pm
Saturday 4th General Meeting 7.30pm
New Moon Weekend – Leyburn
Friday to Sunday 17th – 19th November
DECEMBER (SAS Xmas Party)
Saturday 9th Christmas bbq 6.30pm
New Moon Weekend – Leyburn
Friday to Sunday 15th – 17th December
*Please note* Extra observing nights & solar
days will be added during the year, please check
current EH newsletter for the details.
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Links & Resources
From the SAS website
The Spaceflight Academy at Pimpama promises to be a very exciting place offering access to space simulators, workshops
and Space Camps with more to come in the future.The address: SPACEFLIGHT ACADEMY,Test Centre 6 Pimpama-Jacobs
Well Road Pimpama QLD 4209 - Ph: 0408 973 296
http://www.spaceflightacademy.com.au/
World Science Festival is held in Brisbane in March. http://www.queensland.com/en-us/event/world-science-festivalbrisbane For those interested in other fields of science as well as astronomy, videos of some of the past lectures are now
available on line. http://www.worldsciencefestival.com/
Sirius Optics has had a great tradition of supporting the requirements of the astronohttp://www.queensland.com/enus/event/world-science-festival-brisbanemy community and the new management will continue to do so. Discounts for SAS
members are available on some items. Located at 1/26 Darnick St, Underwood QLD 4119 Ph 3423 2355
Link : http://www.sirius-optics.com.au/
BrisScience - presented by the University of Queensland. The talks are held once a month on a Monday night at the Qld
State Library – The Edge, at Southbank near the Art gallery and Qld museum. Free entry, just needs people to register.
There’s usually a supper provided as well which gives the general public an opportunity to speak to the presenters. Also, the
talks are available online from the website https://brisscience.wordpress.com/
The Science Nation - Join world leading researchers, gifted comedians, and professional science communicators as they
battle wits and wittiness to uncover the top science stories. Hosted by well-known figure of stage and science, Dr Joel
Gilmore, you’ll be guaranteed a night of entertainment, competition and comedy – and perhaps even education! Venue: The
Edge, State Library of Queensland, South Brisbane. Tickets: $10 online, $15 at the door (cash only).
https://thesciencenation.com/
BOSS Supernova Search : Amateur collaboration of 6 friends from Australia and New Zealand who have worked together as
a group since mid 2008 to search, discover, record, and report new supernovae in the southern sky.
http://www.bosssupernova.com/
Sir Thomas Brisbane Planetarium: The Sir Thomas Brisbane Planetarium is located in the Brisbane Botanic Gardens, Mt
Coot-tha. It features entertaining and informative programs for children and adults. Learn more about our universe as you enjoy
the different Planetarium facilities available, including the Cosmic Skydome, Display Zone, Mini Theatre, Observatory, and the
Galaxy Gift shop. One of the venue's highlights is the optical star projector used to recreate a stunning realistic night sky on
the 12.5 metre diameter projection dome. The display area takes you on an astronomical journey, and includes a life-size
replica of Neil Armstrong’s lunar space suit, as well as digital and other displays. https://www.brisbane.qld.gov.au/facilitiesrecreation/arts-culture/sir-thomas-brisbane-planetarium-0
Kingaroy Observatory opened for business on 29 June 2015 at the Kingaroy Airport.
4164 5595 or 0427 961391. Link: https://www.kingaroyobservatory.com/
Queensland Astrofest held at Lions Camp Duckadang near Linville is an annual event held over a period of approximately 10
days, usually in late July or early August. Check the link for details.
http://www.qldastrofest.org.au/
Starfest Siding Spring: StarFest is the weekend (October long weekend each year) extravaganza of events hosted by
Siding Spring Observatory during Festival of the Stars and includes the popular Bok Lecture, the exciting Science in the Pub
and the full array of Open Day activities that occur on top of Siding Spring Observatory.
http://www.starfest.org.au/
Mount Stromlo Observatory (MSO) is the headquarters of the Research School of Astronomy and Astrophysics, located
approximately 18km southwest of the centre of Canberra, in the ACT. Since much of the site was damaged in the 2003
Canberra bushfires, reconstruction of MSO has included the development of the Advanced Instrumentation Technology Centre
and rebuilding the heritage Commonwealth Solar Observatory building. Tours and observing nights are available via the link:
http://rsaa.anu.edu.au/observatories/mount-stromlo-observatory#acton-tabs-link--tabs-0-left-1
Sydney Observatory Sky Maps and much more
https://maas.museum/observations/category/monthly-sky-guides/
Sunshine Coast Dark Sky Astronomers (Australia)
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1103539463014476/
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